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ABSTRACT
We review the construction of multi-centered black hole solutions
through dimensional reduction over time. This method does not rely
on Killing spinor equations or gradient flow equations, but on solving
the second order field equations in terms of harmonic functions. The
black hole attractor equations are obtained directly from the field
equations.
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1 Extremal Black Holes
The problem of constructing stationary solutions of a theory in d+1 dimensions
can be reduced to the problem of constructing solutions of a Euclidean theory
in d dimensions [1, 2]. If all relevant fields fit into a scalar sigma model, one
is essentially left with solving the second order field equations for the scalars.
This method is very powerful and allows the construction of, for example, multi-
centered extremal black hole solutions in a very simple and systematic way,
provided that the scalar manifold satisfies certain integrability conditions. In
[3] this approach was applied to a class of five-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell-
Scalar type theories, which can be thought of as a natural generalization of (the
bosonic sector of) five-dimensional vector supermultiplets. In this article we
review the construction of the solutions and some of their properties.
1.1 Dimensional Reduction
Our starting part is a five-dimensional action of the following form:
S =
∫
d5x
√
g5
(
1
2
R5 − 3
4
aIJ(σ)∂µh
I∂µhJ − 1
4
aIJ(h)F
I
µνF
J|µν + · · ·
)
Vˆ(h)=1
.
Besides gravity this theory contains n gauge fields AIµ, with field strength F
I
µν ,
where I = 1, . . . , n, and n − 1 scalars. The scalars are assumed to take values
on a smooth hypersurface of an n-dimensional manifold, which is given by the
equation Vˆ(h) = 1, where hI are coordinates on the manifold, and where Vˆ(hI)
is a homogeneous function of degree p. The metric on the n-dimensional space
is of the form
aIJ(h) = −1
p
∂2 log Vˆ(h)
∂hI∂hJ
.
In the above action it is understood that the n fields hI are subject to the
hypersurface constraint Vˆ(h) = 1. We could solve this constraint in terms of
n−1 independent fields, but this would turn out to be inconvenient. If Vˆ(h) is a
homogeneous polynomial of degree p = 3, the above terms are part of the action
of five-dimensional supergravity with n vector multiplets [4]. The bosonic part
of the supergravity action also contains a Chern-Simons term, but as we are only
interested in stationary solutions carrying electric, but no magnetic charge, then
the above truncation is consistent. We will allow that p 6= 3 and thus consider a
class of non-supersymmetric theories which have a similar structure, and which
in particular are completeley determined by the choice of a prepotential Vˆ(h).
We reduce the five-dimensional theory with respect to time, using the fol-
lowing decomposition of the metric
ds25 = −e2σ˜(dt+Amdxm)2 + e−σ˜ds24 ,
and obtain the following four-dimensional Euclidean action:
S =
∫
d4x
√
g4
(
1
2
R4 − 1
2
NIJ(σ)(∂mσ
I∂mσJ − ∂mbI∂mbJ) + · · ·
)
.
We have omitted the gauge fields because they correspond to magnetic degrees
of freedom of the five-dimensional theory. The n scalars bI descend from the five-
dimensional electro-static potentials AI0 and have axionic shift symmetries b
I →
1
bI + CI , where CI are constant. The Kaluza Klein scalar σ˜ has been absorbed
by rescaling the five-dimensional scalars. The resulting four-dimensional scalars
σI = eσ˜hI are therefore n independent fields. The scalar metric NIJ(σ) is given
by
NIJ(σ) = − 3
2p
∂2 log Vˆ(σ)
∂σI∂σJ
.
To solve the four-dimensional Euclidean equations of motion we will assume
that the metric is flat, g
(4)
mn = δmn. This implies that the five-dimensional line
element has a form which is known to occur for five-dimensional extremal black
holes. To solve the four-dimensional Einstein equations, we need to impose that
the energy-momentum tensor of the scalars vanishes identically. This condition
is easily seen to be equivalent to
NIJ(σ)
(
∂mσ
I∂nσ
J − ∂mbI∂nbJ
)
= 0 . (1)
The remaining scalar equations of motion take the form
∂m(NIJ∂mσ
J )− 1
2
∂INJK(∂mσ
I∂mσJ − ∂mbI∂mbJ) = 0 , ∂m(NIJ∂mbJ) = 0 .
The equations of motion of bI are the current conservation equations corre-
sponding to the shift symmetries bI → bI + CI , which are remnants of the
five-dimensional gauge symmetries. We observe that the ansatz ∂mσ
I = ±∂mbI
solves the constraint (1) and reduces the equations of motion to
∂m(NIJ∂mσ
J) = 0 .
It follows that if there exists dual fields σI , such that ∂mσI = NIJ∂mσ
J , then
the equations of motion take the form of harmonic equations ∆σI = 0, and the
solution can be expressed in terms of n harmonic functionsHI(x). The existence
of dual fields σI requires that the integrability condition ∂[m(NIJ∂n]σ
J ) = 0 is
satisfied. This has two obvious classes of solutions: i) the solution only depends
one coordinate. This leads, for spherical symmetry, to single-centered black
holes solutions, or, for translational symmetry, to domain-wall type solutions.
ii) The scalar metric satisfies ∂[INJ]K = 0, which is the integrability condition
for the existence of a Hesse potential V for the metric NIJ = VIJ := ∂2I,JV .
In this case no condition needs to be imposed on the space-time geometry.
By construction, the scalar metric considered here have the Hesse potential:
V = − 32p log Vˆ . The dual scalars are given by the first derivatives of the Hesse
potential:
σI = VI ≃ VˆIVˆ .
Thus, given the Hesse potential, the dual fields can always be found explicitly.
However, it is not guaranteed that we can express the original sclars σI in closed
form in terms of the dual scalars σI , and, hence in terms of the harmonic func-
tions. If we assume that the scalar fields approach constant values at infinity,
the simplest type of solution is given by multi-centered harmonic functions
σI(x) = HI(x) = hI +
N∑
a=1
qaI
(x− x(a))2
.
2
Whereas hI encode the values of the scalars at infinity, the coefficients qaI
measure the charges (with respect to the shift symmetries) located at centers
x(a). The total charges QI are obtained by summing over the centers. Note
that the charges associated with the shift symmetries can be written as surface
integrals:
QI :=
∫
d4x∂m(NIJ∂mb
J) = ±
∮
d3ΣmNIJ∂mσ
J
= ±
∮
d3Σm∂mσI = ±2pi2
N∑
a=1
(−2)qaI .
1.2 Dimensional Lifting
We now lift the solution of the four-dimensional Euclidean theory to five dimen-
sions. The resulting line element is
ds25 = −e2σ˜(x)dt2 + e−σ˜δmndxmdxn ,
where σ˜ is given in terms of the four-dimensional scalars by eσ˜ = Vˆ(σ)1/p.
Rewriting σI(x) = VI = HI(x) in terms of the five-dimensional scalars hI =
e−σ˜σI , we obtain by
e−σ˜
∂Vˆ
∂hI
= HI ,
which are, in the supersymmetric case, precisely the so-called generalized sta-
bilization equations [5]. If we approach the center at x(a), the asymptotic be-
haviour of the harmonic functions is HI ≈ qaIr2 , where r = x− x(a). In the limit
r → 0 we obtain the five-dimensional stabilization or attractor equations [5]
Za
∂Vˆ
∂hI
∣∣∣∣∣
x=x(a)
= qaI ,
where Za = lim(x−x(a))→0(r
2e−σ˜). Thus the asymptotic solution is completely
determined by the charges at the center, which is a manifestation of the black
hole attractor mechanism [6]. Note that the near center limit is (generically)
finite, because σI ∼ r−2 implies, by homogeneity of Vˆ , that e−σ˜ ∼ r−2. Homo-
geneity can be used to solve for Za,
Za =
1
d
qaIh
I
x=x(a)
The asymptotic value of σ˜ is given by e−σ˜ ≈ Zar2 , and the resulting asympototic
metric at the center is AdS2 × S3:
ds2 = − r
4
Z2a
dt2 +
Za
r2
dr2 + ZadΩ
2
3
This shows that we obtain, if all Za are positive, a static configuration of ex-
tremal black holes with charges qaI and entropies
Sa =
1
4
Aa =
pi2
2
Z3/2a .
3
Positivity of the Za imposes inequalities on the parameters qaI , which are, up
to normalization and overall sign, the electric charges carried by the centers.
This is clear because the five-dimensional electric charges are proportional to
the charges associated to the four-dimensional shift symmetry. The charges
determine the asymptotic values of the scalars, and positive Za guarantee that
the fixed point values approached by the scalars at the center x(a) correspond
to a regular point of the scalar manifold. Vanishing Za can be arranged by non-
generic choices of the charges, for example by putting sufficiently many charges
to zero. This corresponds to a degenerate black hole horizon with vanishing area,
and to scalar fields running off to infinity on the scalar manifold. For negative
Za this running off already occurs before the center is reached, resulting in a
singularity of the space-time metric.
The mass of the multi-centered black hole solution can be computed by the
ADM formula, with the result
MADM = |hI∞QI | ,
where hI∞ are the values of the scalars at infinity, and where QI are the total
charges obtained by summing over the centers .
1.3 Discussion and concluding remarks
We have seen that using dimensional reduction over time, it becomes surpris-
ingly simple to construct multi-centered extremal black hole solutions and to
obtain the attractor equations which govern the near horizon fixed point be-
haviour. Our method does not require supersymmetry, or the reduction of
the field equations to first order equations, but uses an integrability condition
imposed on the scalar metric in order to manipulate the second order field equa-
tions until they have been reduced to harmonic equations. Note that the inte-
grability condition, while satisfied in supersymmetric theories, does not require
that the underlying theory is supersymmetric, but applies to a larger class. A
deeper understanding why the method, which we presented in a simple, pedes-
trian fashion in this article, works so surprisingly well, can be obtained by a
detailed analysis of the geometry of the scalar sigma models occuring in the
construction. For this the reader is referred to [7, 3], which contains a more
comprehensive list of literature, which puts this work into the context of other
recent work on black holes, and which discusses the four-dimensional Euclidean
solutions in their own right.
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